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About This Guy 

• President, Kingston Coalition Against Poverty 

• Born in Kingston, lived here my whole life (Townie) 

• Thinks the Tragically Hip are pretty good, I guess 

• If  you work here, also the shirtless fat guy you’ve 

probably seen jogging by 

• Pretty good cook, also a vegetarian 



About KCAP 

• Non-Profit, Direct Action, Volunteer-Only 

• Founded in 2006, or mid-‘90s, depending on who you 

ask 

• Go out and help people through things like free meal 

services and fundraising drives 

• Advocate for better anti-poverty policy, including anti-

austerity measures, better labour laws, and better 

allocation of  funds 

• Slideshow got really serious all of  a sudden, eh? 



I Don’t Know if I’m 

Good At This Yet 

• Bottom text 



No, really 



My Perspective 



Aging While Poor 

Why Poverty is Worst on the Elderly, and Aging is Worst 

on the Poor 



Things to Talk 

About 

• Poverty (I’m good at this one) 



Things to Talk 

About 

• Poverty (I’m good at this one) 

• Aging (I can probably learn this one) 



Things to Talk 

About 

• Poverty (I’m good at this one) 

• Aging (I can probably learn this one) 

• Healthcare (I may be out of  my depth) 



The task ahead 



“It’s expensive to be 

poor” 

A common phrase in anti-poverty activism meant to refer to the 
myriad of  ways in which living in poverty can actually force you to 
expend more money to survive in the long run than you would have 
to expend if  you had a high amount of  money up front. For another 
example, the phenomenon wherein higher-quality, more expensive 
items may be longer-lasting, more efficient, more effective, or more 
satisfying than their cheaper counterparts, and thus, in the long run, 
actually less expensive than the ostensibly cheaper products, but are, 
nevertheless, outside the amount of  capital that anyone living in 
poverty may be able to save up before they need the item in question, 
and, therefore, unobtainable. So the individual has to buy the 
cheaper version, because it’s all they can afford at the moment they 
need it, and cannot save enough to buy the better version by the time 
the cheap version expires or depletes and they need another one. 



I’m So Sorry 



Blank slide 

I just didn’t want to have the picture of  Doug Ford up 

there for too long. 





A Circle 

 



Aging and 

Healthcare 



Poverty and 

Healthcare 





Aging and Poverty 





Aging and Poverty 



Natural allies 

Why the Activist Community and Medical Community 

are Made For Each Other 


